
TIPS SHEET - PERTH MEETING MONDAY, 08 AUG 2022

RACE 1 12:32 PM  |  $14,000  |  EMERALD  |  1000m
 	 2	 TROPICS First-up. Placed in Cls 2 company at Ipswich first-up last campaign. Down in class. Back 

to country level. Commands respect.

 	 6	 LOVE OVER GOLD Back from a let-up. Determined effort from handy position to win at Barcaldine last time 
out. Can play a key role.

 	 4	 STARGIRL Returning from let-up. Gave good account at Rockhampton last outing. Drops in grade. 
Back to country level. Each-way.

 	 3	 ELECTRIC SPIRIT Freshened. 3kg claimer engaged. Class drop helps. Back to country level. Consider.

 	 1	 COCHRANE Worked home solidly to place at Townsville first-up. Fitter. Knockout chance.

RACE 2 1:07 PM  |  $14,000  |  EMERALD  |  1000m
 	 1	 RAMTASTIC Ready to win. On pace and boxed on to fill the minors at Bundaberg last time out. 2kg 

claimer engaged. Include among the better chances.

 	 7	 OUR STORMY GIRL Freshened. No match for winner but kept on for the minor spoils at Thangool last outing. 
Suited over this distance. Drawn to effect. Key player.

 	 3	 DEMURRAL Honest customer. Tough, tenacious on pace win in the wet here first-up. Will only be 
fitter. Has had success at this track. Among the main chances.

 	 4	 CAPTAIN FOX Freshened. Good, determined win from off the pace at latest. Drawn to receive every 
chance. In the mix.

 	 6	 BIGGER THAN THORN First-up. Previously trained by B J Dodson. One for exotics.

RACE 3 1:44 PM  |  $14,000  |  EMERALD  |  1615m
 	 4	 DAWSON DIAMOND Gave a good sight at Mackay last time out. Fitter for recent racing. Up in distance now. 

Looks one of the main chances.

 	 3	 TANGO TINO Every possible chance at Roma but outgunned late last outing. Right in this.

 	 2	 GRAND DE LAGO Close-up but winner too good at Middlemount last start. 3kg claimer engaged. Can play 
a role.

 	 5	 CUBIX Fitter for two runs back. Ready for this trip now. Has claims.

 	 6	 SURPRISE SELECTION Commanding winner at Tambo at latest. Consider.

RACE 4 2:24 PM  |  $14,000  |  EMERALD  |  1280m
 	 6	 SHIRAISHI No match but whacked away to place here last start. Fitter third-up. Has raced well this 

track previously. Rates highly.

 	 4	 FARMER’S FRIEND Formerly with Clinton Taylor. Wasn’t all that far away at Mackay at latest. Backmarker. 
Good draw. Must be considered.

 	 7	 CRAIG AND HOFF Handy and boxed on fairly to fill the minors at Roma last outing. 2kg claimer engaged. 
Major player.

 	 8	 ATTACKABEEL Won in easy fashion in the wet here last time out. 3kg claimer engaged. Races well on 
this track. Among the dangers.

 	 3	 ROCKY POET Freshened. Strong on-pace victory at Roma first-up. Knockout chance.

RACE 5 3:04 PM  |  $14,000  |  EMERALD  |  1280m
 	 1	 IMADGIC Chasing 4 successive win. Dug deep to salute at short odds here at latest. 3kg claimer 

engaged. Loves racing here. One of the major players.

 	 4	 MOVING DAY 2kg claimer engaged. Usually prominent. In the mix.

 	 3	 MISS JEDI Strips fitter. Strong claims.

 	 9	 IF YOU SAY SO Kept on determinedly to fill the minors here first-up. Fitter. Can play a role.

 	12	 STRAWBERRY BLONDE Really stuck to her guns at Longreach last start. On pacer. Normally races well at this 
distance. Nice gate. In the mix.


